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Spring 2020 

 
Editor’s Message 
 
Well, we have finally reached Level 1 Lockdown! 
 
This is good news for our hobby because the 50 people 
rule has changed to a 50% rule and there is a relaxation 
in the travel laws. 
 
Therefore provided that South Africans maintain social 
distance, sanitise and wear masks these changes should 
remain in force or improve for 2021. Just hope that 
tourists and foreign travellers to our shores don’t upset 
the status quo! 
 
Many of SACC’s breeders are very pro-active when it 
comes to scammers and hopefully their efforts are 
paying off. I have noticed that many potential new 
kitten owners are actually asking the numerous 
facebook groups whether a breeder is legitimate or 
not; and the website contact form is being well used as 
a means of communication as well. 
 
The Governing Council AGM will be taking place within 
the next few months- I am unable to give the date and 
format of the meeting at this time but historically the 
AGM takes place at the end of October. Hopefully you 
have taken your issues to one of the Cat Clubs so that 
the committees were able to submit proposals in time. 
Changes to Breed Standards should have been sent to 
the Breed Council Secretary, matters concerning 
registration should have been sent to the Registrar and 
all other issues should have been directed to your Cat 
Club Secretary. 
 
Above all- everyone stay safe and enjoy those fur 
babies. The 2021 COTY winners are somewhere out 
there! 

mailto:sacatreg@iafrica.com
http://www.tsacc.org.za/


SACC COMMUNICATION 
 
Website: The site had a revamp. Changes were made to 
the Home Page and a few more pages and subpages 
were added. 
The following Pages are accessed from the “Home 
Page”: 
The Breed Standards have been put on a separate 
page. They no longer appear on the “Governance 
Page”. 
The Breeds and Breeders Page is quite different- the 
loading page has the Acceptable SACC Breeds with 
photos and a short write-up about the breed. Within 
this page there are the 4 Breeder sub pages (one for 
each of SACC’s recognized show groups) accessed by a 
simple click. 
The Breed Council and Groups Page has all the 
information, forms and contact details for the Breed 
Council. The Breed Group slide show is unchanged. 
The Judges Page is the same as before but was updated 
in September. 
The Cat Clubs Page is as before. 
 
There were changes made to the Communication Page. 
This page is essentially the Registrar’s Page whch gives 
operating hours, contains all the SACR Forms, Merit 
Club (which has been updated) etc., therefore I believe 
that site visitors should know a little bit more about our 
Registrar. Please note that the Breed Council Forms are 
now on Breed Council page. 
 
Google Business Profile: I have changed the SACC 
Introduction photo from the COTY Burmese to a 
Birman and this resulted in 100 views in 4 days!  
This is amazing because we normally get between 30 
and 45 a week. It also shows me that it is important to 
change your brand advertising regularly. 
Perception has changed – we live in a visual society !  
 
Face book:  The SACC Face book Group is working really 
well. The membership is growing and there is good 
traffic volume. Recently there was a healthy discussion 
about early neutering and spaying which prompted a 
Breeder’s Poll being set up by one of our Maine Coon 
Breeders. 
 

Instagram: This account is generating a lot of followers. 
If any of you have quirky photos of your cats- we would 
love to upload them to the SACC Instagram Account. 
 
Yahoo Members Group: THIS IS A REPEAT: 
The SACC Office Manager, Johan, is the Moderator and 
in charge of this closed group and all postings are SACC 
related. Being a member of SACC does not 
automatically make you a member of this group. 
You have to send a membership request to Johan who 
will invite you. So please don’t complain if you are not 
receiving Newsletter, Show info etc- it is your 
responsibility to ensure you have followed the correct 
procedure to become a member of the Yahoo Group. 
As I stated, this is a closed group so there may be 
postings which are only meant for SACC Members 
which you will not find on any of the other social 
platforms.   
 
eNews: This will continue to be published 4 times a 
year (to coincide with the seasons of the year).   
 
 
The next article started with research into cat origins 
and grew from there- I discovered cats which I never 
knew existed and it fascinated me that there are so 
many small wildcats worldwide. And some are so cute 
to look at. So I am sharing my findings with you and I 
hope you enjoy it!  
 

FAMILY FELIDAE 

 
What is the Family Felidae? 
The classification of the Felidae family (cat family) is 
difficult, in part because of the difficulty in 
distinguishing species by their phenotype and 
morphology – they all look remarkably similar and, 
for example, it is extremely difficult for even trained 
experts to differentiate the skull of a lion from that of 
a tiger.  
More recent genetic investigations have suggested 
eight distinct lineages within the Felidae family which 
could therefore form the basis of their reclassification 
in the future. 
 
 
 
 



1. Panthera Lineage: There are 7 cats listed in this 
lineage with 5 of them being the largest in the world- 
Tiger, Lion, Jaquar, Leopard and Snow Leopard (the 
only panther cat which cannot roar)are from the  
Panthera genus. The other 2 cats belong to the Neofelis 
genus- the Clouded Leopard and the Sunda Clouded 
Leopard. 
 
2. Puma Lineage: There are 3 diverse cats in this 
lineage and each has its own genus! There are 2 big 
cats the Puma and the Cheetah (the only cat which 
cannot retract it’s claws) and one which is classed as a 
small cat, the Jaguarundi. 
 

 
The Jaguarundi has short ears and legs, a long tail and 
long body. The coat is a solid color, either brown-red, 
brown-grey or black. The cat has very few or no 
markings on the face. Jaguarundis roam from the 
southern parts of Texas, through Mexico, Central and 
South America.  Habitats include grasslands, brush (low 
bushes), savanna and forests. 
 
3. Lynx Lineage: There are 4 cats in this lineage and all 
are characterized by short tails and pointed, tufted 
ears. The Eurasian Lynx, Canada Lynx, Iberian Lynx and 
Bobcat live in northern temperate climactic zones. 
 
4. Caracal Lineage: These cats are classed as medium 
sized and are found predominately in Africa. Two 
belong to the Caracal genus, namely, the Caracal and 
the African Golden Cat. The third belongs to the 
Leptailurus genus, the Serval, which has been used to 
create the hybrid cat breed , the Savannah cat, only 
accepted by TICA and the CCA (Canadian Cat 
Association). 

 
 
5. Leopard Cat Lineage:  This lineage consists of 6 Asian 
small wild cats, five from the Prionailurus genus and 
one from the Otocolobus genus. There is also one 
critically endangered subspecies of the Leopard Cat 
which consists of about 110 specimens only found on a 
Japanese island.  
Of the five from the Prionailurus genus two are Asian  
Leopard cats: the Central Leopard Cat (Prionailurus 
bengalensis) which has also been used to create a 
hybrid domestic cat breed, the Bengal, and the Sunda 
Leopard Cat (Prionailurus javanensis) from the 
Sundaland Islands of Borneo, Sumatra, Java and Bali. 

 

 
 

 

Jaguarundi 

Central 
Leopard 

Cat. 

 

Sunda Leopard Cat.(Borneo) 

Photo courtesy of IItizamSpeed. 

https://bigcatswildcats.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/leopard-cat.jpg


The third is the Fishing Cat which can be found 
in various locations in South East Asia, including Java, 
Sumatra, Peninsular Malaysia, India and Sri Lanka. It 
skillful fish catching could be attributed to its partially 
webbed front feet and the fact that its claw tips 
protrude from the sheaths even when retracted or 
because they can swim for long distances and can even 
swim under water!. 

 
 
Fourth is the Flat Headed Cat which is only found in  
Sumatra, Peninsular Malaysia and the Islands of 
Borneo. 

 
 
And the final cat in this genus is the Rusty Spotted Cat 
from India and Sri Lanka which is the smallest wild cat, 
weighing a mere 0.8 to 1.6 kg with a body length of 35 
– 48 cms. 

 
 

Editor note: I think the next wild cat is so handsome and 
has a really appealing face. 
 
The only cat from the Otocolobus genus is Pallas’s Cat 
which has a long coat. It also has extremely short legs, 
short claws, a third eyelid and fewer teeth than the 
other wild cats. The cat lives in treeless grasslands at 
elevations between 16,000 and 17,000 feet in Central 
Asia and Western China, also in Mongolia, Russia, Nepal 
and Pakistan. 

 
 
The Iriomote Cat of Iriomote Island, Japan is a 
subspecies of Prionailurus bengalensis. They inhabit 
marshy and wet areas where there is an abundance of 
small rodents, insects and shrimp. Unfortunately their 
numbers have declined for many reasons- their natural 
habitat has become a tourist attraction, interbreeding 
with domestic ferals and being killed by cars. Thankfully 
there is an Iriomote Conservation Centre which 
monitors and is trying to grow the population by 
trapping and neutering the feral population.   

 
 

Fishing Cat. (Smithsonian 
National Zoo) 

https://bigcatswildcats.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/small-wild-cat-flat-headed-cat.jpg


6.  Bay Cat Lineage: This lineage consists of three 
varied cats in the pardofelis and Catopuma genera 
which inhabit the forests of South East Asia. 
 
The Asiatic Golden Cat is a cat of many colours- its 
dense unmarked pelt can be anything from golden 
brown to dark brown, pale cinnamon, bright red or 
gray. The most amazing features of this cat are the 
white lines bordered with black running across the 
cheeks, and from the inner corner of the eye up to the 
crown. 

 

The next cat in the lineage is the Borneo Bay Cat which 

is the mystery member of the cat family. Not much is 

known about them- except that they are genetically 

unique and not an island version of the Asiatic Golden 

Cat as was previously thought. Their dark chestnut red 

fur is uniform and their under sides and legs are a light 

golden brown speckled with black markings and spots. 

A dark slate blue coat has also been sighted and a black 

morph with a reddish tail was caught in a camera trap 

in Sarawak in 2015. 

 

The third cat is the Asian forest dwelling Marbled Cat 

which demonstrates the wonderful marble pattern. The 

rounded bushy tail is very long (often longer than the 

body and head) and is held horizontally in a straight 

line from the body when walking. Marbled Cat’s are 

excellent tree climber and have been observed 

climbing down a tree face first! 

 

7.  Leopardus (Ocelot) Lineage:  There are 8 small, 
spotted wild cats of the Leopardus genus which are 
found in Central and South America. They have only 36 
chromosomes instead of the normal 38 found in all 
other Felidae species. 
 
The Ocelot (Leopardus Pardalis)  is a well known cat 
which has been hunted for its beautiful pelt and is also 
a much loved pet of Michael Douglas and Catherine 
Zeta Jones. This cat loves water and is a very adept 
swimmer – its diet is varied and its prey is much smaller 
than itself, such as frogs, birds and crab. The Ocelot has 
very large, wide paws and has earned the Spanish 
name of “Manigordo” (Large or fat hand). 
 

 
 

Borneo Bay Cat. Photo courtesy 
of Mongabay/Jeremy Hance 



Leopardus Guttulus is the Southern Tiger Cat or 
Southern Tigrina. Originally it was classed as a 
subspecies of the Oncilla but in 2013, due to new 
molecular evidence, it was classified a species in its 
own right. The small neotropical cat has a yellowish-
ochre coat patterned with open black rosettes. 
Physically, the southern tigrina can be distinguished 
from the oncilla by its slightly darker background 
coloring, larger rosette pattern, and slightly shorter tail. 
There are recordings of interbreeding between the 
Southern Tiger Cat and Geoffrey’s Cat (Leopardus 
Geoffroyi) 

 
 
Geoffroy’s Cat’s coat ranges from brilliant ochre in the 
northern parts of their range, to a silvery grey in the 
south, with intermediate shades in between. Numerous 
small, round, black dots of nearly equal size are placed 
at equal distances from one another, and form a black 
‘necklace’ on the chest. They have several black streaks 
on the crown and two on each cheek. Underparts are 
lighter and also marked with solid spots. The legs are 
fairly stout, and banded on the upper portion with 
spots extending down to the toes. They are 
opportunistic predators feeding on whatever is in 
abundance. 

 

The Oncilla or Northern Tiger Cat has thick and soft fur, 
ranging from light brown to dark ochre, with numerous 
dark rosettes across the back and flanks. The underside 
is pale with dark spots and the tail is ringed. The backs 
of the ears are black with bold ocelli. The rosettes are 
black or brown, open in the center, and irregularly 
shaped. The legs have medium-sized spots tapering to 
smaller spots near the paws.Its natural habitat is the 
tropical rainforests of South America. The Oncilla has 
been observed interbreeding with the Pampas Cat 
(Leopardus Colocolo) 

 
 
The Pampas Cat’s fur can vary from thick and soft in 
colder areas to thin and straw-like in warmer climates. 
The colour can vary from yellowish white and grayish 
yellow to brown, grey brown, silvery grey, light grey or 
dark rust. Underparts are whitish or cream, and marked 
with brown or black spots or bands. There can be red 
grey spots or streaks on the pelage, or the coat can be 
almost unmarked except for brown bands on the legs 
and tail. There are long, mane-like guard hairs on the 
back up to seven cm long, which they erect when 
frightened or nervous. The legs are short and stout, 
marked with brown or black bars and spots. Their tail is 
fairly short and bushy, sometimes marked with 
indistinct rings. 

 
 



The next small wild cat from the Leopardus genus is the 
Andean Mountain Cat (Leopardus Jacobita) which lives 
high in the Andes Mountains of South America. It is 
considered to be a sacred animal by the indigenous 
Aymara and Quechua people. The cat is described as 
one of the most beautiful of all the wild cats. The thick, 
plush coat is ash grey with brown yellowish blotches 
which occur vertically on the body giving the 
appearance of continuous stripes. Legs have 
incomplete rings and the feet have blackish bars and 
spots. The tail appears round due to the fur length and 
thickness. Primary prey is the Mountain Vizcacha (a 
species of wild hare). 
 

 
 
The next cat is the Margay (Leopardus Weidii) which 
looks like a small Ocelot. This forest dweller is a tree 
wizard, it uses its heavy, long tail for balance when 
moving from tree to tree – it also has unique feet. The 
Margay’s have broad soft feet and mobile toes allowing 
them to hang from tree branches by one hind foot and 
their flexible ankles can rotate the foot outwards 180 
degrees. They imitate the cry of a baby monkey to 
attract a favourite prey and they have been known to 
have their babies in trees.  

 

The final small felid in this genus is the Kodkod 
(Leopardus Guigna) which is the smallest of the South 
American cats- weighing between 1,5 and 3 kgs. They 
are similar in appearance to the Geoffroy’s Cat with 
which they share habitats but are smaller, have smaller 
faces and thicker tails. Coat colour varies from grey and 
reddish to buff or dusky brown marked with small, 
roundish black spots. Their tail is very bushy growing 
wider towards the tip. 
 

 
 
 8.  Felis Lineage:  There are 6 small wild cats in this 
genus as well as a few subspecies. 
 
The Jungle Cat (Felis Chaus) is the largest of the group. 
It is found in Africa, Asia, India and Sri Lanka living 
mainly in savannas or reed beds and have been called 
“swamp lynxes”. Unlike the other cats in the genus they 
have equal sized claws on both front and rear paws – 
for ascending and descending (face first) trees and 
when threatened they produce small roars. They also 
swim to cover up their scent- no grooming for this cat! 
Their coat colour varies from reddish or sandy brown to 
tawny grey and tabby ghost markings generally fade 
with age. 

 
Editor note: Looks like an Abyssinian coat to me! 



The Chinese Mountain Cat (Felis Bieti) is nocturnal and 
resembles the European Wildcat with the exception of 
its fur which is sand coloured with dark guard hairs. 
Legs and tail have dark rings and the face has dark 
horizontal stripes. Long hair grows from between their 
paw pads. 

 
 
Next is the European Wildcat (Felis Silvestris) which has 
a grey brown coat with a well defined, individual 
pattern of black stripes and a distinct dorsal line. The 
tail is bushy and blunt ended and the coat is thick and 
long in winter. A solitary, territorial predator found in 
mixed forests away from human habitation where it 
hunts small mammals and insects. The main threat to 
their genetic makeup is hybridization with domestic 
cats and they are also at risk from domestic cat 
diseases. 

 
 
***A subspecies is the Scottish Wildcat (Felis Silvestris 
Grampia) which is listed as critically endangered in the 
UK due to hybridization with domestic cats. The true 
Scottish Wildcat is larger than an average domestic cat 
with longer limbs and a heavier skull. The fur is 

distinctly solid striped with tabby pattern but is devoid 
of white markings, belly spotting and stripes on rear 
legs. Scottish Wildcats have been successfully bred in 
captivity and Wildcat Haven and the Scottish Wildcat 
Association have the same goal- to prevent the true 
Scottish Wildcat from becoming extinct. 

 
 
Following on with  the next cat in genus, we have the 
African- Asian Wildcat (Felis Lybica). 
They have longer legs than the domestic cat, giving 
them a more upright posture in the sitting position and 
a different walking form. The background color of its 
coat ranges from reddish to sandy yellow to tawny 
brown to grey, and is typically marked with faint tabby 
stripes and spots. Hairs have black tips giving a 
speckled appearance, and their legs are banded with 
black bars. A characteristic feature of this group is a 
reddish or rusty-brown tint to the backs of the ears. 
Paw pads are black like those of the black-footed cat. 

 
***In 2017 the Felis  genus was reclassified and the 
African and Asian Wildcats were classified as Felis 
Lybica  with the following considered subspecies: Felis 



Lybica Cafra (Southern Africa); Felis Ornata ( SW and 
Central Asia, Afghanistan, India, Pakistan, China and 
Mongolia); Felis Lybica Lybica (East, West, North Africa, 
Arabian Peninsula, Middle East, Corsica, Sardinia and 
Crete) and Felis Lybica Gordoni (UAE and Oman). 
 
Editor note: And now for another really cute small wild 
cat! 
 
The Sand Cat (Felis Margarita) is the only cat which 
occurs exclusively in desert habitat- the Sahara. They 
are desert specialists in all respects- their coat colour is 
sandy brown to light grey with slightly darker markings, 
a reddish streak runs across each cheek and the ears 
are tinged  tawny red. The soles of their feet are 
covered with long, dense hairs which protect against 
the hot sand and to allow them to move easily over the 
shifting sand. The evolved thick coat insulates against 
the intense heat and cold of the desert environment.  
Sand Cats are great diggers- this skill is necessary for 
creating  burrows and for digging rodents out of the 
sand, therefore their claws, which do not retract, are 
short and quite blunt. They will drink if water is 
available but if not, they receive enough moisture from 
their prey. They are adept at killing snakes and will 
often buy their kill in the sand for later consumption. 

 
 
The last wild cat in Felis genus is the smallest cat  in 
Africa and one of the world’s smallest felidae:  
 the Black Footed Cat (Felis Nigripes). 
The Black Foot has a dark to pale tawny gold coloured 
coat with black oblong spots, the legs have thick dark 
stripes or bars and the undersides of their feet is black. 
Their ringed tail is short. They are only found in 
Namibia, Botswana and South Africa. 

It is a very tenacious and feisty little cat and there is a 
native legend which claims that this tiny cat can hunt 
and bring down a giraffe. 
They rest during the heat of the day in abandoned 
burrows or termite mounds and hunt small mammals, 
reptiles and birds at night- they will also take  bird eggs 
which they  hold gently in their paws while they lick the 
contents. 

 
 
And then there is Felis Catus- the Domestic Cat! 
Doing what comes naturally when it is safe and well 
fed. 

 
Grateful thanks to:  
International Society for Endangered Cats. 
National Geographic. 
Big Cat Rescue. 
Felidae Fund. 
Animal Diversity Web. 
Wild Cat Conservation 
Wild Cats Magazine. 



THE ABYSSINIAN CAT 

Article kindly provided by Karen Pepler.(SACC Vice –

President) 

They say that dogs are humanity's best friend, but 
whoever said that never had an Abyssinian cat. These 
amazing felines defy the negative stereotypes of cats 
with their irrepressible personalities and energy. They 
make cat ownership delightful and new every day. 

Abys were officially first recorded in Britain in 1882. 
One of the first was Zula, who was brought over from 
Abyssinia (now Somalia) in the 1860s by army officer 
Captain Barrett-Lennard. American cat fanciers first 
imported some Abyssinians in 1900. 

 
Early painting Captain Barrett-Lennard’s Abyssinian. 
 

Although the exact origins of these fascinating felines 
are unknown, they have been in the UK for well over 
100 years and were documented in the first Standard 
of Points published by Harrison Weir in 1889, and by 
Frances Simpson in 'The Book of the Cat', published in 
1903. This makes the Abyssinian one of the earliest 
breeds of pedigree cats. 

Today, genetic evidence suggests that the cats came 
from Indian Ocean coastal regions and parts of 
Southeast Asia. British and Dutch traders may well have 
brought the cats from ports such as Calcutta, India, or 
the islands of Indonesia. A taxidermized specimen of a 
ruddy ticked cat exhibited in the 1830s at the Leiden 
Zoological Museum in The Netherlands, where he was 
labelled “Patrie, domestica India,” gives credence to 
that theory. The cats were probably given the name 
Abyssinian because Zula, the cat exhibited at the 
Crystal Palace, was said to have been imported from 
Abyssinia. Early pedigrees show crosses to non-
Abyssinian cats, which may explain the introduction of 
new coat colors and the gene for long hair. 

 
Patrie, domestica India 
 

And then of course the World War II devastated 
the breed. Only a dozen of the cats had survived in 
England by the end of the war. The breed bounced 
back, however, and has become one of the most 
popular cat breeds. 

 
Photo courtesy of Talita Geyser and Gerhard Engelbrecht 



Personality traits of Abyssinian cats include: 

 They are extremely intelligent cats. They have 

been known to solve problems in ways 

comparable to human beings.  

 They literally wake up in the morning with a list 

of things to do. Some will require you to take 

part and they will insist on attending your zoom 

meeting and topple your boss off his pedestal 

 Nothing escapes the notice of this highly 
intelligent and inquisitive cat, a quality that 
makes life with him both endlessly entertaining 
and continuously challenging. Staying a step 
ahead of an Aby, or even just keeping pace 
with him, requires the fancy footwork of a Fred 
Astaire, the brainpower of an Einstein and a 
sense of humour that never stops. 

Teach him to retrieve at your peril. Once you start, he 
won’t let you stop. He learns tricks quickly and many 
Abys enjoy running a feline agility course. 
These cats are very fastidious and like to keep the litter 
box spotlessly clean. 

 
Their personality competes with spectacular looks – 
little wild leopards or caracals charging out of the 
woods. 
 

 
 
They have ticked fur all over the body intermingled 
with black ticking and a rich apricot coloured ground 
coat- this colour is Ruddy.  
Another colour is the Sorrel (Red) – a deep cinnamon 

 ticked pattern that burns the eyes with its sheer 
beauty, 
Blue and Fawn colours are also available as well as the 
silver range. 
The silver looks like snow leopards, stripped of all the 
brown colours and being whiter with sparkles of black 
over the whole cat. 
 
Their lithe muscular bodies are like that of a ballet 
dancer – lean and long with immense leaping power. 
As they say, touching an Abyssinian is man’s chance to 
touch a lion… 

 

Notable Abyssinians 
 
1. Cinnamon- the first cat to have its entire genome 
published. Blind from birth, she suffered from retinitis 
pigmentosa and scientists isolated a mutation during 
gene sequencing. 
2. Punkin, an Abyssinian belonging to radio talk show 
host Rush Limbaugh. 

 
          Photo courtesy of Rush Limbaugh 



3. Jake, The Cat From Outer Space (1970s Disney 
Movie). Jake’s role was played by brother and sister 
Rumpler and Amber. 

 

4. David Bowie recorded Putting Out Fire, a song for 
the movie Cat People in 1981. 

 

5. Although movie actor Nicholas Cage has been 
photographed with an Abyssinian- he ate magic 
mushrooms with his cat Louis, a Burmese and now 
owns a Maine Coon and a Toyger. 

 

Cat Trivia Quiz 
 
1. This is an anagram of a cat breed XRMGAENRE. 
What is the Breed? 
2. Who wrote the following book? 
The Cat in the Hat. 
3. What is the name of the cat in the movie Pet 
Sematary? 
4. The title cat in the comic strip created by George 
Gately? 
5. Which cat chased Tweety, the bird. 
6. A well known quote “If man could be crossed with 
cat, it would improve man but it would deteriorate the 
cat”. Who said it? 
7. Who wrote the poem “The Owl and the Pussy-cat”? 
8. Which breed of cat is native to Kenya? 
9. What is the name of the world’s richest cat? He 
inherited ₤10million in 2011. 
10. Name the cat that was mayor of Talkeetna, Alaska 
from 1997 to 2016. 
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